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Pat Sullivan embodies what you think
of as a coach, leader and teacher.
The former high school and college
coach in the Chicago area won 599
games during his career. So, it struck
me when reading his book he sent
to me, “Attitude: The Cornerstone Of
Leadership,” he has his own definition
of what it means to be a coach, leader
and teacher. He sums it up in one word:
Facilitator.
Think about all the hats you wear
as your program’s basketball coach.
Think about all the things you must
make happen on a daily basis - most of
which occur outside the gymnasium.
Facilitator seems like the perfect
word, because, as Sullivan says, “Great
teachers, coaches and leaders facilitate
learning.”
Sullivan expounds on that idea and
says there are four qualities possessed
by the best teachers, coaches and
leaders he has known.
• Knowledgable. No matter the topic,
the leader knows the subject matter
inside and out. “John Wooden, at 65
years of age and the most successful
tournament coach in NCAA basketball
history, used to tell his players how
much he was still learning about
the game. Great leaders are lifelong
learners,” Sullivan shares.
• Organized. Facilitators know how to
get their point across and keep players
focused by not losing them in myriad

details but allowing them to understand
the game on their level. “Many of us
have known brilliant professors who
simply could not bring their knowledge
down to us mortals, to our level. They
definitely had the knowledge but could
not disseminate it,” he says.
• Enthusiastic. Don’t expect players to
lay it all on the line for you if you aren’t
bringing the same energy to every
practice, meeting, event and game.
This goes beyond simply the “rah,
rah” enthusiasm as Sullivan calls it but
digging deeper into excitement about
achievements. “They (the best coaches)
loved what they were doing but they
were especially happy when we took
their knowledge and achieved success.”
• Caring. Sullivan remarks this is the
most important quality. If players
know you care, then they are willing
to do anything for you, the team,
their teammates and the program.
This caring extends beyond just the
basketball court, wins and losses,
points scored or rebounds grabbed. It’s
caring about the individual’s academic
progress, family life, college aspirations,
what drives them and what scares them.
It’s easy for players to run through set
plays, but to get them performing at a
higher level requires a level of caring
beyond the norm.

John Wooden kept learning no
matter how many titles he had won.
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QUICK HITTER Demand These 4 Rebounding Essentials
> 1 Assume A Miss. No matter the
shooter, always expect the ball to
bounce off the rim or backboard.
> 2 Both Hands Up. The “Hands Up”
position requires the elbows shoulder
high, upper arms horizontal and
forearms vertical and angled slightly
forward. Make the arms into rigid steel.
On offense, this allows the player to be

www.basketballcoachweekly.com

ready for a quick bounce. On defense,
this position provides a wide block-out
position. The offensive player would
have to get around the defender’s
wide stance from elbow to elbow.
> 3 2 And 2. Gain all rebounds by
jumping from two feet and capturing
the ball at the peak of the jump with
two hands. Only use a one-hand tip

when on offense to keep it alive.
> 4 Capture And Chin It. Secure the
ball and chin it by keeping the fingers up,
elbows out and squeeze the ball under
the chin. Combine this with pivoting
and turning away from the pressure.
- Jerry Krause, director of men’s
basketball operations, Gonzaga University
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Confidence-Building Plays

Kawhi Leonard
went from
unconfident and
not aggressive
to the NBA
Finals MVP in
the same series
- see how it
translates to
your team

Get Your Scorer Going
Even your best players go through a slump - have a couple plays in your arsenal
specifically designed with a struggling scorer in mind

S

an Antonio coach Gregg Popovich
has referred to him as someone
who will be “the face of the Spurs.”
It’s high praise for Kawhi Leonard,
considering the Spurs are loaded with
recognizable basketball faces including
Tim Duncan, Tony Parker and Manu
Ginobili. But, that face was down and
out after the first two games of the NBA
Finals.
Leonard, the young starter who
brought a quiet, reserved energy and
passion to the floor throughout most
of the regular and post-season, was
nowhere to be found on the game’s
largest stage. He scored just nine
points each in Games 1 and 2, and
his aggressiveness was lacking as he
attempted just 14 shots total.
Coaches at all levels routinely face
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this situation. A talented scorer - for
whatever reason - goes into a slump. It
sometimes involves shooting and other
times revolves around passion and
aggressiveness.
Of course, the best coaches, such as
Popovich, don’t just scream and get in
a struggling player’s face. They know
how to motivate and, more importantly,
know how to build a player’s confidence
by placing him in positions to score easy
buckets.
Popovich did just that in Game 3 of
the NBA Finals. Leonard got going early,
carried it throughout the game, shot 13
times, scored 29 points and rode that
momentum to a NBA Finals MVP award
after the Spurs dismantled Miami in five
games. In Games 4 and 5, Leonard scored
20 (on 7 of 12 shooting) and 22 (on 7 of

10 shooting) points respectively.
Check out the plays on the next two
pages. Popovich created situations to
provide Leonard with a mismatch (page 4)
and an open 3-pointer (page 5) in rhythm.
The first takes advantage of Leonard’s
ball-handling skills, which leads to a
high-percentage shot at the rim. It
utilizes a well-timed handoff and forces
the defenders to switch, which leaves
Leonard in a corner 1-on-1 situation to
attack the baseline and score the layup.
The second allows Leonard to find
a weak-side perimeter window as the
defense collapses on a penetrating ball
handler. The kick-out pass to Leonard
allows him to shoot in rhythm and gain
his long-range confidence. He drilled
seven of 16 beyond-the-arc attempts in
Games 3-5.
Issue 44
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Confidence-Building Plays

Create Mismatch, Instill Confidence
When a player is struggling offensively, create a mismatch in open space and allow him to
drive at the hoop

WHY USE IT

Simply seeing the ball go
through the hoop is key to
getting a struggling player
going. Use this set for an
easy scoring opportunity.

1

The intended scorer
moves low and forces
the defense initially to
focus on the baseline

SET UP

The player you want to score
is on the right wing with the
ball. Have one player on the
opposite post.

HOW TO PLAY

A pass is made to the top
and the intended scorer
moves low to screen. The
new ball handler dribbles left
as the left wing moves high.
The right corner sprints
toward the opposite corner
[1]. The two players on the
left wing execute a handoff
and the new ball handler
dribbles right. The scorer
pops high and receives a
pass [2]. The scorer passes to
the player relocating to the
right corner, who is coming
off a pair of weak-side
screens. That player now
dribbles high as the scorer
replaces him in the corner. A
pass back is made, which
leaves the scorer in space
with a defensive mismatch.
He dribbles at the hoop and
scores [3].

2

3

This handoff indicates if the
defense typically switches,
if so, then you know the
final movements will create
a mismatch for your scorer
in the corner

Use this screen to clear space
on the right side of the floor

Attack the rim and finish hard to
build confidence, which extends
to other facets of the game

The back-and-forth with these
two players pushes the defense
into a decision - switch or not take advantage of the mismatch
and the possible indecision

TECHNIQUE

The congestion in the right
corner forces the defenders
to switch. Be sure the weakside players keep the strong
side of the floor clear for the
driving scorer.

Player movement
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

Ball movement

Dribble

Shot
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Confidence-Building Plays

Backpick Sets Up Weak-Side Shot
Sometimes a struggling offensive player just needs a clean, open look at a 3-pointer - use
this set to create that scenario

WHY USE IT

Shooters can get into a rut.
But, a single made jumper
can get them going. This play
results in an open 3-point
shot attempt.

1

Dribbling into the corner
shifts the defensive
focus low and away
from the perimeter

SET UP

The player who needs to get
going from the perimeter
is trailing the play into the
front court. The ball handler
dribbles into the right corner.

HOW TO PLAY

As the ball handler
penetrates the defense into
the corner, the intended
shooter sets at the top [1].
The player in front of the
shooter flashes to the ball,
receives the pass then
quickly sends a pass to a
player cutting behind him.
The passer relocates to the
weak side for spacing
purposes [2]. Now near the
right block, the player with
the ball looks to the
weak-side wing. The player
there screens across to pick
off a trailing defender as the
intended shooter relocates to
the left wing. The pass is
made and the open 3-point
shot is taken [3].

2

This is a quick pass so the receiver catches
the ball with the defense on his back

Movement to the weak side
creates a passing lane from
the right post to the left wing

3

The key to the play is this screen,
which picks off a trailing defender
and leaves the shooter wide open
Don’t release before the screener
moves into position but once that
happens, sprint to the wing, catch
the pass and shoot in rhythm

TECHNIQUE

The shooter needs to hang
near the top of the set and
not give away his intended
final location, otherwise the
defense know to cover the
backside. Catch the ball and
shoot in rhythm before the
defense recovers.

Player movement
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

Ball movement

Dribble

Shot
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Passing Drill

‘Big Space’ Drill Sharpens Long Passes
Long passes are a necessity when your offense is spaced wide, ensure these passes are
crisp and sharp, and don’t result in turnovers

WHY USE IT

Navigating large spaces
on the floor requires long
passes. But, with the ball
in the air for that amount
of time, the defense has a
better opportunity to create
turnovers. This drill provides
the necessary repetitions for
players to understand how to
throw these passes in a game.

1

Spin the ball out so it doesn’t
get too far away but does force a
player to control it and pivot

SET UP

Place one player in the left
corner and another on the left
wing. A player with a ball is
on the right wing with a line
of players holding basketballs
behind him or her.

2

The left wing catches
the pass then turns
quickly and sends one
to the corner - these
passes are hard, not
lofting over the top

On the catch, the corner
player shoots in rhythm as if a
defense is rotating to recover

HOW TO PLAY

The player with the ball spins
it in front, steps to the ball,
grabs it and makes a rip pivot
[1]. The ball handler then fires
a cross-court pass to the left
wing, who sends a hard, crisp
pass to the corner. The corner
player takes the shot in
rhythm [2]. The initial player
with the ball moves to the left
wing. The left wing moves to
the corner and the shooter
gathers the ball, then heads to
the end of the line [3].

3

All players rotate to
their left as the new
player enters the drill

TECHNIQUE

Players must use their feet and
legs to create velocity on the
pass. Plus, the drill drives home
the idea how players can use a
lot of space on the floor.
by Mike Dunlap, former
NBA coach, current Loyola
Marymount University
men’s coach

Player movement
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Ball movement

Dribble
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Take Basketball Coach Weekly sessions on to the practice court on
your iPad or iPhone

To ﬁnd out how to get your copies of Basketball Coach
Weekly on your iPad or iPhone just click bit.ly/bcwipad

